Possible walking path/trail around outside of course.
- Leave as is
- Keep the walking paths
- Re-do the greens + let them naturalize
- Put the shrubs back
- No hard but soft paths
- No lights
- Keep ex plants
- Develop here
Option 3

Senior care home

- Independent living
- Multi-purpose
- Multi-family
- Small to medium homes
- Townhouses with services
- Live-in care workers
- Stay in community

Garden

Path

Lawn

Picnic

Athletic field

use space for games, play, etc.
- 3 people at this table do not want housing
- Keep the greenspace
- Things for children to do.
- Disc golf for whole area.
Keep trees, don't need to add more.
- stream safety
- keep some reference of golf course
- maintain clubhouse (historic)